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Home is where the story is. There are talk-about poems, and the talk 

becomes a spinrming out of chunks oflanguage. Which is fine. 

The third of what I take to be the 'speeches' (because they're larger, circum

locutive) sets out 'whales' and 'time' (as also in the first, he turns 30, into a 

whale), but this is Mobyless, more the movement through the place again, the 

people, what goes on. 'notes: the deer' is a nice example of verse which 

registers the mind moving, as the map, it covers a lot of space, and time: 

time less, men speak 

locate themselves in gardens 

of purchased earth. 

I built a fence to keep the deer out, too late 

this garden is partially gone 

the deer ate my partial 

time. 

The rest of the book feels more like poems /songs, smaller and tighter, more 

lyrical maybe. 

nor for the moon that moves it 

the moon itself moving. 

To get out 'beyond' the human activity, the things, '& sometimes sing / of 

nothing'. Not to undercut these later pieces. They too can move like the 

'speeches'. The point is that sense of working with someone and the smooth 

and easy rhythms of the talk that can go on at those times , the dreaming 

while the real / 
house is done 

FRED WAH 

Some Bite 

Declining Gracefully by John Sandman. 

Toronto: The Coach House Press, 1976. 109 pp. $4-50 paper. 

In a review of Sandman's Fords Eat Chevs, I suggested•that should the writer 

marry his interest in the hidden power of American speech below its flatness 

with his talent for fantasy as in Eating Out, he might create a disturbing and 

powerful novel. Although Declining Gracefully shows he has maintained both 

these qualities, the result is not as compelling as I had anticipated . 

Trying to reconstruct the chain which had lead to this conclusion, I 

remember suspecting Sandman was working the vein Pinter had struck, banal 

speech paradoxically hiding a complex and explosive situation. Violence 

dominates Pinter's work but there is no complete rupture in Declining Grace-

fully. We move to an anticlimactic conclusion. The title, ironic as it is, explores 
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